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1. Introduction 2 

 3 

The current IEEE P802.16-REVe/D2-2004 assumes that the data encryption has to be performed after packing and 4 

fragmentation of a MAC PDU. This assumption may cause some kinds of limitations and a little performance 5 

degradation.  6 

 A little performance degradation 7 

It is noted that a little performance degradation, increased consumption of encryption processing power caused by the 8 

repetition of the same data encryption whenever the frame of a encrypted MAC PDU is lost under ARQ situation.  9 

However, if we allow encrypting a data before packing and fragmentation of a MAC PDU, a little gain of encryption 10 

processing power is achieved. The following comparison table shows how much gain can be obtained comparing to 11 

the current data encryption mechanism. 12 

 Assumptions 

1. Type I : The data encryption on a MAC PDU is performed after packing and fragmentation 

2. Type II : The data encryption on an IP packet is performed before packing and fragmentation 

3. Traffic Types : Voice, Packet Data 

 Since voice traffic is requesting a constant bandwidth, the RTP/UDP/IP packet with voice encoder bits 

are almost the same. We assume that the IP packet is 40 bytes. MAC PDU size of this IP packet is 

constant, just adding bytes of MAC header in addition to the IP packet as MAC SDU. ARQ is not applied 

to voice. 

 For Packet data, we assume that the IP packet size is 1500 bytes, and this packet is fragmented to 5 MAC 

PDUs of 300-byte size.  

4. Block retransmission overhead or ARQ block error rate is assumed 10% 

5. Metric is the number of how many encryption is performed 

 Type I  Type II 

Voice One MAC PDU is to be encrypted. One IP packet is to be encrypted. 

No gain comparing to Type I. 

Reason: Since one IP packet is encapsulated into one 

MAC PDU, no gain is achieved. 
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Data  The encryption is to be performed 5.5 times than 

Type II. 

5 MAC PDUs and 0.5 retransmitted MAC PDU under 

10% FER ARQ are to be encrypted 

One IP packet as MAC SDU is to be encrypted. Even 

10% FER ARQ is to be performed, there is no need to 

retry to encrypt an IP packet.  

 1 

 Inefficiency of broadcast service support 2 

Now, broadcast service with mobility is being deployed over the world, e.g., DMB(Digital Multimedia Broadcast 3 

service), MBMS(Multicast Broadcast Multimedia Service) of 3GPP and BCMCS(Broadcast and Multicast service) of 4 

3GPP2. We make sure that 802.16e will provide the broadcast service as soon as possible. What feature we have to keep 5 

in mind for broadcast service support is that the same broadcast content is to be transferred in the secure manner from 6 

the broadcast content server to all subscribers locating anywhere. That is, the same broadcast content encrypted by the 7 

same encryption key is to be transmitted over the air from all BS to all registered subscribers for broadcast service at 8 

the same time. Therefore, the most architecture for broadcast service support is designed in the centralized manner 9 

because it’s efficient for a centralized network entity to encrypt the content, transfer the same content to all subscribers.  10 

Now, if the encryption for broadcast service is performed after packing and fragmentation, the encryption key shall be 11 

transferred from the network entity generating the encryption key to network entity encrypting MAC PDU. This is 12 

inefficient because the encryption key has to be transferred whenever the encryption key is refreshed hour-by-hour, 13 

day-by-day. The efficient way is that the network entity generating encryption key is to encrypt the broadcast content 14 

as well before packing and fragmentation.  15 

 16 

 Inefficiency of handover 17 

It is well known that one of ways to reduce handover latency is to use the same encryption key without duplicate 18 

authentication and authorization during the handover. For this, the serving BS has to send the key and user’s 19 

parameters for authentication and authorization to the target BS before the association between SS and target BS by 20 

inter-BS communication or a centralized network entity to manage the security key and user’s parameters, e.g., ASA 21 

server is introduced in network reference model.  22 

In this architecture with a centralized network entity, it is better for this network entity to encrypt the data as well as to 23 

manage the key. That is, if the network entity encrypts the data with the encryption key managed by itself, the 24 

encryption key does not need to be sent on handover. This network entity is similar to BSC of 3G. 25 

 26 

 Limitation of various BS product (e.g, centralized, de-centralized product) 27 

The IETF CAPWAP WG is discussing the split of WLAN MAC to support the centralized architecture. Mainly two 28 
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network entities dealing with non-real time process and real time process respectively, like BSC-BTS in 3G. It is evident 1 

there are pros and cons between the centralized architecture and the de-centralized architecture. However, the current 2 

802.16d has a limitation to support the centralized architecture because the non-real time data encryption is performed 3 

after real-time packing and fragmentation. This is unnatural. If the data encryption in non-real time is performed 4 

before packing and fragmentation in real time, the centralized architecture is easily deployed and the current 5 

CAPWAP architecture can be applied into 802.16 network. 6 

 7 

Conclusively, this contribution proposes that the data encryption may be performed after or before packing and 8 

fragmentation.  9 

 10 

2. Proposed Text changes 11 

6.4.3. Construction and Transmission of MAC PDUs  12 

[Except the followings, Refer to IEEE P802.16-REVe/D2-2004] 13 

The construction of a MAC PDU is illustrated in Figure 26 or Figure XXX. The encryption payload may be performed 14 

after or before the packing and the fragmentation. 15 

6.4.3.1 Conventions 16 

[Refer to IEEE P802.16-REVe/D2-2004] 17 
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 1 

Figure XXX. Construction of a MAC PDU 2 

 3 
 4 
6.4.3.6 Encryption of MAC PDUs 5 

When transmitting a MAC PDU on a connection that is mapped to an SA, the sender shall perform encryption and 6 

data authentication of the MAC PDU payload or MAC SDU as specified by that SA. When receiving a MAC PDU on a 7 
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connection mapped to an SA, the receiver shall perform decryption and data authentication of the MAC PDU payload 1 

or MAC SDU, as specified by that SA. 2 

 3 

The generic MAC header shall not be encrypted. The MAC subheader may not be encrypted. The Header contains all 4 

the Encryption information [EC Field, encryption key sequence (EKS) Field, and CID] needed to decrypt a Payload or 5 

MAC SDU at the receiving station. This is illustrated in Figure 34. 6 

Two bits of a MAC Header contain a key sequence number. Note that the keying material associated with an SA has a 7 

limited lifetime, and the BS periodically refreshes an SA’s keying material. The BS manages a 2 bit key sequence 8 

number independently for each SA and distributes this key sequence number along with the SA’s keying material to 9 

the client SS. The BS increments the key sequence number with each new generation of keying material. The MAC 10 

Header includes this sequence number to identify the specific generation of that SA keying material being used to 11 

encrypt the attached payload. Being a 2-bit quantity, the sequence number wraps around to 0 when it reaches 3. If SA 12 

specifies MAC SDU encryption, all SDU fragments in a MAC PDU should be encrypted with a same keying material. 13 

Comparing a received MAC PDU’s key sequence number with what it believes to be the “current” key sequence 14 

number, an SS or BS can easily recognize a loss of key synchronization with its peer. An SS shall maintain the two most 15 

recent generations of keying material for each SA. Keeping on hand the two most recent key generations is necessary 16 

for maintaining uninterrupted service during an SA’s key transition. Encryption of the payload is indicated by the EC 17 

bit field. A value of 1 indicates the payload is encrypted and the EKS field contains meaningful data. A value of 0 18 

indicates the payload is not encrypted. Any unencrypted MAC PDU received on a connection mapped to an SA 19 

requiring encryption shall be discarded. 20 

 21 

 22 
 23 
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7. Privacy sublayer 4 

7.1 Architecture 5 

[Except the following changes, Refer to IEEE P802.16-REVe/D2-2004] 6 

Security has two component protocols as follows: 7 

a) An encapsulation protocol for securing packet data across the BWA network. This protocol defines (1) a set of 8 

supported cryptographic suites, i.e., pairings of data encryption and authentication algorithms, and (2) the rules for 9 

applying those algorithms to a MAC PDU payload or MAC SDU. 10 

b) A key management protocol (PKM) providing the secure distribution of keying data from BS to SS. Through this key 11 

management protocol, SS and BS synchronize keying data; in addition, the BS uses the protocol to enforce conditional 12 

access to network services. 13 

 14 

7.1.1 Packet data encryption 15 

Encryption services are defined as a set of capabilities within the MAC Security Sublayer. MAC Header information 16 

specific to encryption is allocated in the generic MAC header format.  17 

Encryption is always applied to the MAC PDU payload or MAC SDU when required by the selected ciphersuite; the 18 

generic MAC header is not encrypted. All MAC management messages shall be sent in the clear to facilitate 19 

registration, ranging, and normal operation of the MAC . The format of MAC PDUs carrying encrypted packet data 20 

payloads is specified in 6.4.3.6. 21 

 22 

 23 


